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A Mermaid's Dream Amanda Rose Baker
2020-02-19 It's the ﬁrst night of summer, and
ﬁfteen year-old Sara James is sleeping outside on
her backyard trampoline with her best friend, Kai.
Sara awakens in the middle of the night to a
beautiful, starry sky. There's a sudden ﬂash of
light, and an angelic woman appears, ﬂoating on
the night air with her magniﬁcent, sparklingwhite wings outstretched. She introduces herself
as Anjalie, and invites Sara to join her on a quest.
Normally cautious and reserved, Sara feels a
sense of excitement at the possibility of ﬂying,
and agrees. As Anjalie gently touches Sara's
hand, she is elevated into the sky next to her.
Together they ﬂy away from Sara's home in
Arizona, to the coast, and over the Paciﬁc Ocean.
They soar across the water, and into the subtle
dimension of Earth: an unmapped, tropical region
complete with turquoise water and white-sand
beaches, called Satchandia. Here, anything can
happen, including falling in love with a rugged,
green-eyed boy and body-surﬁng with mermaids.
To stay one step ahead of the dark force that
desires her failure, Sara transforms into the
superhero version of herself. This American girl
will never be the same.
Real Mermaids Don't Sell Seashells Helene
Boudreau 2014-02-04 Being a Teenage Mermaid
is No Day at the Beach A tropical vacation sounds
like the perfect way to spend fall break—even for
an aqua-phobic mer-girl like Jade. She can't wait
to enjoy the warm sunshine and all-you-can-eat
buﬀet with her best friend Cori and boyfriend
Luke. (That's right. Boyfriend. It's oﬃcial.) But
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when a body splashes into the water as a cruise
ship enters the harbor, Jade realizes there might
be trouble in paradise. And the mysterious boy
selling conch shells in the market deﬁnitely
knows more than he's letting on. Jade promised
herself: No mer drama on vacation! But it
couldn't hurt to check things out...right? Praise
for Real Mermaids Don't Wear Toe Rings: "Bravo
to Hélène Boudreau for hitting the bull's-eye with
a fresh, aﬀectionate, eatery twist on the classic
coming-of-age-story."—New York Journal of Books
"The author keeps suspense high...while tapping
straight into young teens' angst about friends,
enemies, and boys."—Kirkus Reviews
A Little Girls Dream of Wonderland! Pretty
Wonderland Princesses, Mermaids, Ballerinas,
and Fairies Coloring Book Beatrice Harrison
2020-02-18 Beautiful wonderland princesses,
mermaids, ballerinas, fairies coloring book for
little girls to enjoy coloring as a fun activity
Mermaid Dreams Mark Sperring 2006 Featuring
exquisite illustrations of the ocean and a gently
humorous story, this delightful goodnight story
follows a little mermaid as she gets ready for
bed. Full color.
The Penguin Book of Mermaids Cristina
Bacchilega 2019-10-08 Dive into centuries of
mermaid lore with these captivating tales from
around the world. A Penguin Classic Among the
oldest and most popular mythical beings,
mermaids and other merfolk have captured the
imagination since long before Ariel sold her voice
to a sea witch in the beloved Disney ﬁlm
adaptation of Hans Christian Andersen's "The
Little Mermaid." As far back as the eighth century
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B.C., sailors in Homer's Odyssey stuﬀed wax in
their ears to resist the Sirens, who lured men to
their watery deaths with song. More than two
thousand years later, the gullible New York public
lined up to witness a mummiﬁed "mermaid"
specimen that the enterprising showman P. T.
Barnum swore was real. The Penguin Book of
Mermaids is a treasury of such tales about
merfolk and water spirits from diﬀerent cultures,
ranging from Scottish selkies to Hindu waterserpents to Chilean sea fairies. A third of the
selections are published here in English for the
ﬁrst time, and all are accompanied by
commentary that explores their undercurrents,
showing us how public perceptions of this
popular mythical hybrid--at once a human and a
ﬁsh--illuminate issues of gender, spirituality,
ecology, and sexuality. For more than seventyﬁve years, Penguin has been the leading
publisher of classic literature in the Englishspeaking world. With more than 2,000 titles,
Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of
the best works throughout history and across
genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series
to provide authoritative texts enhanced by
introductions and notes by distinguished scholars
and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.
Man from Mundania Piers Anthony 2018-12-18
For a bored, young princess of Xanth, there's
nothing more exciting than a Quest. Especially
when all you do is sit around Castle Roogna. But
when Ivy uses the Heaven Cent, it takes her not
to the top of Mount Rushmost, where the winged
monsters gather, not to the sea where the
merfolk swim--but to Mundania, a world much
like out own (that is, boring). It is here that she
meets a young college student so dull that he
doesn't even believe in magic, or princesses, or
Xanth! Does he have a lot to learn. Man from
Mundania, the thrilling climax to the trilogy
started in Vale of the Vole and continued in
Heaven Cent. At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Flower Girl Dreams Debbie Dadey 2017-01-03
When Pearl is not invited to be a ﬂower girl in Mr.
Fangtooth and Lillian's wedding she makes plans
for their wedding to prove she is ﬂower girl
worthy.
Mermaids Karen D. Gaskins 2016-01-20
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Children’s book or an adult fantasy. A group of
mermaids have a ritual where they ascend to the
upper world to look for adventure. However, they
consider the upper world and the people there
dangerous. Dulce, a mermaid, ascents to the
upper world, but unlike her family and friends,
Dulce encounters kindness and love on the
surface world.
Autumn Dreams at Mermaids Point Sarah
Bennett 2021-09-23 When her dreams of young
love were cruelly shattered, Nerissa Morgan
found it hard to move on. Now, at forty-three,
everyone around her is enjoying life while she's
just going through the motions. With her boss
retiring and rumours of a new doctor coming in to
take over the practice she manages, change is
coming, whether she's ready for it or not.
Following the death of his beloved wife, Tom
Nelson buried himself in work at his busy innerLondon GP practice. When his teenage children
ﬁnd themselves in trouble at school, he realises
he's completely lost touch with them. Desperate
to reconnect before it's too late, he whisks his
family away to the pretty seaside village of
Mermaids Point determined to make a fresh start.
But all is not as idyllic as it seems. With his
predecessor reluctant to let go of the reins and
the children as distant as ever, the last thing Tom
needs is an undeniable attraction to the woman
he unexpectedly ﬁnds himself sharing a roof
with...
The Summer of Chasing Mermaids Sarah
Ockler 2016-06-07 After a boating accident takes
her beautiful singing and speaking voice from
her, Elyse d'Abreau, the youngest of six sisters,
leaves her home in Tobago to stay in an Oregon
seaside town where Christian Kane, a notorious
playboy, challenges her to express herself and to
overcome her fear of the sea.
Creative Elements Valerie Evans 2001 "This book
oﬀers stories about the four elements: ﬁre,
water, earth and air... environmental issues
feature strongly"--Introd.
Mermaid Cerrie Burnell 2015-04-02 Sylvia is an
amazing swimmer. She is also strong, and very
determined. But only Luka knows that she is also
a mermaid! As the two become friends, they set
oﬀ on a magical journey they will never forget. A
beautiful story about friendship by CBeebies'
presenter .
Carl Gustav Jung Renos K. Papadopoulos 1992
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East Yorkshire Folk Tales Ingrid Barton
2015-04-01 East Yorkshire is ripe with tales of
fairy gold and illusive characters. The county’s
folklore is engrained in every port, cliﬀ and
bridge, passed on through whispered accounts of
witches long dead, legends of strange creatures
or the bawdy tales of adventuring heroes. Filey
Brigg was once a dragon, the people of
Skinningrove held a merman captive, and
Eskdale’s Beggar’s Bridge holds a love story in its
history. By night a mysterious traveller stalked
Bowes Moor, with a shrivelled Hand of Glory in
his grasp ... These engaging stories, brought to
life with charming illustrations, will be enjoyed by
readers time and again.
The Hidden Meaning of Dreams Craig
Hamilton-Parker 1999 Discusses the
psychological and mystical meanings of speciﬁc
symbols in dreams and provides experiments to
help remember and analyze dreams
Mermaid Dreams Kate Pugsley 2019-04-30
Mermaids come in all shapes and sizes! In this
sweet picture book, a shy little girl goes on a
magical underwater adventure ﬁlled with
adorable mermaids, silly sea creatures, games
with new friends and wonderful surprises! One
sunny Saturday, Maya and her parents visit the
beach. Maya loves the beach: the warm sand
feels wonderful between her toes. But it would be
more fun if she had a friend. Too shy to say hello,
Maya watches the kids play nearby, and slowly
her eyes droop closed . . . When Maya awakens
she has been transported to a magical
underwater world. Maya admires the sea
creatures ﬂitting around her, and she discovers
that she too has a beautiful tail. Maya is a
mermaid! But who is calling out a greeting from
behind that coral? Whose bright eyes are peering
at her from the sea grass? Whose laughter does
she hear? Could it be a new friend? Or just
another sea creature? This adorable picture book
will delight the youngest daydreamers and shows
us that making new friends may not be as hard
as you think -- if you have a good imagination!
Happy Dreams at Mermaid Cove Marie Laval
2021-06-22 From the big city to a little yellow
mobile library on the Isle of Skye ... When Jenna
Palmer agrees to the new position of mobile
librarian on the tiny Arrandale peninsular of the
Isle of Skye, she knows she’s signing up for
diﬃcult working conditions and mediocre wages.
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But Jenna needs to get away, and a little yellow
mobile library called Buttercup could be her
escape to happier dreams ... However, whilst
Jenna can get to grips with foggy island roads,
local mermaid legends and even big purple
monsters, she never expected to have to contend
with a boss as grumpy as Daniel McGregor, or a
young book lover as enthusiastic as his niece,
Katrina. Arrandale might represent Jenna’s safe
port in a storm, but could she and Buttercup also
become a beacon of hope to Daniel, Katrina and
the entire island community?
When Mermaids Sleep Ann Bonwill 2013-05-28 In
this beautifully lyrical bedtime picture book,
young readers will be whisked to a land where
mermaids sleep and pirates snore; where fairies
slumber on ﬂower petals and a giant's sleepy
sighs make the valleys rumble. Featuring dreamlike illustrations by Society of Illustrators Gold
Medal recipients Steve Johnson and Lou Fancher,
When Mermaids Sleep is an ideal addition to the
bedtime canon.
River of Dreams Sally Williamson 2009-06
Ballet Music Matthew Naughtin 2014-07-17
Musicians who work professionally with ballet and
dance companies sometimes wonder if they
haven’t entered a foreign country—a place where
the language and customs seem so utterly
familiar and so baﬄingly strange at the same. To
someone without a dance background, phrases
and terms--boy’s variation, pas d’action,
apothéose—simply don’t ﬁt their standard
musical vocabulary. Even a familiar term like
adagio means something quite diﬀerent in the
world of dance. Like any working professional,
those conductors, composers, rehearsal pianists,
instrumentalists and even music librarians
working with professional ballet and dance
companies must learn what dance professionals
talk about when they talk about music. In Ballet
Music: A Handbook Matthew Naughtin provides a
practical guide for the professional musician who
works with ballet companies, whether as a fulltime staﬀ member or as an independent
contractor. In this comprehensive work, he
addresses the daily routine of the modern ballet
company, outlines the respective roles of the
conductor, company pianist and music librarian
and their necessary collaboration with
choreographers and ballet masters, and
examines the complete process of putting a
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dance performance on stage, from selection or
existing music to commissioning original scores
to staging the ﬁnal production. Because ballet
companies routinely revise the great ballets to ﬁt
the needs of their staﬀ and stage, audience and
orchestra, ballet repertoire is a tangled web for
the uninitiated. At the core of Ballet Music: A
Handbook lies an extensive listing of classic
ballets in the standard repertoire, with
information on their history, versions, revisions,
instrumentation, score publishers and other
sources for tracking down both the original music
and subsequent musical additions and
adaptations. Ballet Music: A Handbook is an
invaluable resource for conductors, pianists and
music librarians as well as any student, scholar or
fan of the ballet interested in the complex
machinery that works backstage before the
curtain goes up.
Dream Mermaids C. Martin 2018-11-14 Be
transported to another world of dragons. Each
having a unique look and style for anyone to
color. A gallery contained in a four level book for
the beginner and experienced to enjoy. Each 24
Mermaids have a duplicate to further explore
color range. Each hand drawn and carefully
thought over for the viewer in mind. No Mermaid
are alike. Explore the dream world of possibility.
The Tao of Mermaids Kitty Bishop Ph.D.
2010-12-01 The Tao of Mermaids contains
positive, inspiring and eﬀective messages,
exercises, and instructions to help you unlock the
universal code, manifest your heart's desire, and
live the life of your dreams. This book will explain
to you the magic of the Mermaids and the water
element, teach you how to decode Angel,
Mermaid and Dolphin messages in dreams,
crystals and numbers, and give you access to the
ancient civilizations of Lemuria and Atlantis,
showing you how to apply this knowledge to
enrich your life today. In a practical, enjoyable
way you will learn how to use the wisdom of the
Tao to improve your daily life and heal yourself,
discover the links between food and spirituality,
and learn how to manifest your soul mate. This
book also contains the very personal story of how
Kitty Bishop attracted her own soul mate eleven
years ago by following the techniques outlined in
this book. The teachings in this book are tried
and testedthey work. This book gives you the
keys to unlocking the code. All you have to do is
mermaids-dream
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step through the door.
Mermaids Fast Asleep Robin Riding
2019-04-09 Do you suppose, way down deep,
there are mermaids fast asleep? Written in a
gentle, lyrical style that mirrors a lullaby,
MERMAIDS FAST ASLEEP asks the question that
young children have maybe asked before
bedtime: Are there mermaids asleep in the sea?
As our young human gazes into the water, her
imagination wanders as she pictures the life that
young mermaids live in the sea. Do they count
ﬁsh instead of sheep? Do they breathe water like
air? The book begins just at dusk as the sky is
still Starbust oranges and pinks. And as the book
moves on, the colors deepen to blues, greens,
and purples until the sky is inky as night and a
silvery moon magically glows. Paired with
stunning art from Zoe Persico, MERMAIDS FAST
ASLEEP is a must bedtime book for young
mermaid fans.
Church of the Old Mermaids Kim Antieau
2008-11-17 Myla Alvarex ﬁnds sustenance and
meaning in the stories she tells of Old Mermaids
who were washed ashore onto the New Desert
when the Old Sea dried up. In this mystical new
world, they lived, created, and walked in beauty.
But Myla worries that Homeland Security may
discover the illiegal immigrants she harbors at
the Old Mermaid Sancutary. A tale of redemption,
love, compassion, and mystery--From cover p.
[4.].
Dream of the Blue Turtle Debbie Dadey
2014-01-28 Experiencing occasional visions of
the future, mermaid Kiki Coral receives a psychic
warning that her classmate, Rocky Ridge, will
have a dangerous encounter with a giant
leatherback turtle, a premonition she fears
nobody will believe. By the award-winning author
of the Adventures of the Bailey School Kids
series. Simultaneous.
Storied Lives George C. Rosenwald 1992-01-01
"The stories people tell about themselves are
interesting not only for the events and characters
they describe but for something in the
construction of the stories themselves. The ways
in which individuals recount their histories--what
they emphasize and omit, their stance as
protagonists or victims, the relationship the story
establishes between teller and audience--all
shape what individuals can claim of their own
lives. Personal stories are not merely a way of
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telling someone (or oneself) about one's life; they
are the means by which identities may be
fashioned."--from the Introduction In this
provocative book, psychologists, anthropologists,
and sociologists analyze interviews with a range
of subjects--a minister who uses the death of his
son to reaﬃrm his identity as a man of God,
women who have given up their children at birth
for adoption and who blame society for their
action, Holocaust survivors, a victim of marital
rape, and many others. Together these studies
suggest a new way of thinking about
autobiographical narratives: that these life
stories play a signiﬁcant role in the formation of
identity, that the way they are told is shaped
(and at times curtailed) by prevalent cultural
norms, and that the stories--and at times the
lives to which they relate--may be liberated from
their psychic and social constraints if the social
conditions of story telling can be critically
engaged. Presenting a wide range of life stories,
these studies demonstrate how "telling one's life"
has the potential to clarify or mystify one's
commitments and to animate or encumber one's
future development.
Clara the Mermaid's Magical Christmas Dream (a
Nutcracker Story) Nicole Natale 2021-10-04 It's
Christmas Eve in the Arctic. Clara the Mermaid
celebrates with family and friends in her
undersea world. She's gifted a beautiful abalone
cracker dressed as a polar bear by her narwhal
godfather. That evening she has a wonderful
dream that the toy polar bear comes to life. Join
Clara as she enjoys a Nutcracker inspired
Christmas fantasy where she dances under the
Northern Lights, meets North Pole elves in a
gingerbread house, an exotic trio of
Mediterranean slipper lobsters who wish her
"Feliz Navidad" and Italian seahorses who share a
"Buon Natale" with all the Artic animals.
Mermaid Dreams: A Little Girl's Undersea Journey
with the Ocean Goddess Yemaya Janet Lucy
2019-07-09 Maya dreams of being a mermaid.
She dances to Caribbean music in her favorite
skirt her mama made of seven tiers of turquoise
net. She dives for shiny coins in the pool at the
park and can ﬂoat on her back forever. But Maya
also has nightmares and ocean fears. One night,
mama tells her the legend of her namesake,
Yemaya, the Goddess of the Ocean. Yemaya
comes to Maya in a dream, taking her on an
mermaids-dream
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undersea journey. Mermaid Dreams illuminates
the universal dreams and fears of children and
adults alike, oﬀering new ways to ﬁnd courage
and comfort, inner power and peace. Mermaid
Dreams expands the mosaic of mermaid imagery
so that more children can recognize themselves
in this magical archetype. The luminous
illustrations are vibrant and mystical. A
Discussion Guide, Activities, and other Sources &
Resources are included. A beautiful bedtime book
for ages 4 ~ 8.
Tallulah Denise Brennan-Nelson 2015-04-01
Tallulah doesn't look like the other young
mermaids living in the ocean. Her tail is a dull
gray. And when all the other mermaids go on a
quest to ﬁnd the special gemstones that make
their tails sparkle with color, Tallulah doesn't ﬁnd
her gemstone at all. When Turtle suggests that
Tallulah searches the Great Lakes she is eager to
give it a try, even though the other sea creatures
believe mermaids don't belong in lakes. Tallulah
explores the Great Lakes from north to south and
east to west, until she ﬁnds a beautiful Petoskey
stone and she realizes that she is ﬁnally exactly
where she belongs.
Social Construction Kenneth J Gergen
2003-04-03 This reader introduces a number of
important viewpoints central to social
constructionism and charts the development of
social constructionist thought.
A Little Girls Dream of Wonderland! Pretty
Wonderland Princesses, Mermaids,
Ballerinas, and Fairies Coloring Book
Beatrice Harrison 2020-02-18 Beautiful
wonderland princesses, mermaids, ballerinas,
fairies coloring book for little girls to enjoy
coloring as a fun activity
Mermaids on the Moon Elizabeth StuckeyFrench 2003-07-08 When thirty-ﬁve-year-old
France’s father calls to say that her mother,
Grendy, has run oﬀ, France suspects foul play
and heads south to investigate. Recently
reunited with fellow former “mermaids” from
Mermaid Springs, FL—one of the Sunshine State’s
premier, pre-Disney attractions—Grendy had
successfully revived her career in kitschy
underwater pageants. But if she doesn’t ﬁnd
herself or let herself be found soon, she’ll miss
the big Labor Day show. While the other ﬁntoting “merhags” regale France with stories of
old—particularly the night Elvis came to
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town—they’re suspiciously tight-lipped about
Grendy’s disappearance. Increasingly convinced
that Grendy is in trouble—and that a psychic cat
might hold the clue—she makes a series of
unexpected, extraordinary discoveries about
Mermaid Springs, her mother, and, in turn,
herself.
Dream of the Blue Turtle Debbie Dadey
2014-01-28 Kiki Coral can see the future—can
she save a friend from his dangerous fate? Kiki
Coral has an amazing gift: she can see the
future. She doesn’t have visions very often, but
they are always surprising! When Kiki sees a
vision of her classmate Rocky Ridge coming faceto-frightening-face with a gigantic leatherback
turtle, she is frightened to the tip of her shiny
purple tail. Can Kiki save Rocky from his
dangerous fate? What if no one in Trident
Academy believes her scary prediction?
Mermaids CAN Be Astronauts - A Picture Book to
Inspire Readers to Achieve Their Dreams Cheryl
Lee-White 2022-06-10 Never Give Up On Your
Dreams! Lucy is a mermaid living under the sea,
And she has a dream she just can't let be. She
dreams of ﬂying into space one day, To see the
solar system and the Milky Way. Follow Lucy on
her journey to achieve her dream and show
everyone that mermaids CAN be astronauts too.
Mermaids CAN Be Astronauts is a rhyming picture
book for children 5 - 7 years old. It was written to
inspire children to follow their dreams and show
them that anything is possible if you are willing
to work at it.
Mermaids, Sylphs, Gnomes, and
Salamanders William R. Mistele 2012-10-23
Although the spirit beings of the four elements of
nature have been represented in literature,
religion, and folk tales, descriptions of these
creatures have been vague, and direct
experience with them is quite rare. Yet each of
the four elemental kingdoms oﬀers great gifts to
humanity, if we are willing to recognize that the
psychological and spiritual qualities they embody
are already inherent in human nature. Mermaids
dwell in the oceans, lakes, and rivers. They oﬀer
love and sharing, a sense of wonder, beauty, and
innocence. Sylphs roam the sky; they represent
harmony, balance, and the attainment of
freedom. Gnomes live underground. Their quiet
inner wisdom banishes depression and sorrow.
Salamanders dwell in volcanoes and vast caverns
mermaids-dream
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of magma beneath the earth. They oﬀer the
power of intense heat to reﬁne, transform, and
integrate. Who are these mysterious creatures of
water, air, earth, and ﬁre? Author William Mistele
has devoted a signiﬁcant portion of his life to
ﬁnding out. Addressing the perennial questions
Why are we here? What is the deepest purpose
of life? What are our options?, Mermaids, Sylphs,
Gnomes, and Salamanders takes the reader
directly into the realms of these spirits, telling
stories from their perspective. Weaving together
fairy tales and poems, thoughtful analysis, and
meditative exercises, Mistele illuminates the
qualities these beings have mastered and
humanity must begin to embrace: empathy, an
inner peace with the universe, a divine level of
sensuality, and a love that is everywhere in every
moment.
When Mermaids Rise Isabel Scheck 2019-05-12 A
poetry collection... In which mermaids learn to
rise above the other creatures of the sea.
Mermaids 101 Doreen Virtue 2012-11-19
Mermaids are powerful and graceful inhabitants
of the waters who can teach us about harnessing
the unconscious mind’s ability to attract, create,
and manifest . . . while having a fun and playful
life! In this latest entry into her best-selling
101book series (which include Angels 101,
Archangels 101, and Fairies 101), Doreen Virtue
gives you the fascinating history of mermaids
and mermen from Atlantis and beyond. You’ll
read about people’s true experiences with
mermaids, and learn how you can unleash more
manifestation power by tapping into your inner
merperson. You’ll also see images of ancient and
modern mermaids, including photos and
descriptions of men and women who wear
neoprene mermaid tails and swim in oceans,
pools, and lakes alongside whales, dolphins, and
other wildlife. Mermaids 101 is a wonderful
reference guide for anyone who is fascinated
with this magical underwater world.
Unpack Your Dreams with a Life Coach You
Can Aﬀord Cindy Mosley 2017-12-29 King reads
with his grandma just before bedWhen a curious
thought pops in his head.King wants to know
about mermaid dreams.Grandma whispers a tale
of nocturnal schemes.Read to discover what
mermaids dream of doing above the sea
Mermaid's Dream Alane Faye 1995 During an
undersea treasure hunt, two independent
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master of disguise, Anna Drake. The women
opened a detective agency with help from their
newest member and investor, Mathilda, but six
long months have passed without a single case
to solve and tensions are growing. It is almost a
relief when a man is found dead along the
Morwenstow coast and the agency is sought out
to investigate. There are suspicions that wreckers
plague the coast, luring ships to their ruin with
false lights – though nothing has ever been
proved. Yet with the local talk of sirens calling
victims to the sea to meet their end, could
something other-worldly be responsible for the
man’s death?

modern women, anthropology professors Laly
Lawrence and Sugar Stephens, are swept back in
time to the seventeenth century, where they
encounter two dashing English oﬃcers with a
taste for "mermaids." Original.
The Mermaid's Call Katherine Stansﬁeld
2019-09-19 'Stansﬁeld gives a haunting
evocation of a place and time when superstition
and logic coexisted in uneasy alliance, and
challenges the reader to decide which was more
real' Publisher’s Weekly Cornwall, 1845. Shilly
has always felt a connection to happenings that
are not of this world, a talent that has proved
invaluable when investigating dark deeds with
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